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LAVA REDPHANTOM BLACK SHADOW GREY

GROUP: I > II / III
WEIGHT: 9 - 36 KG
AGE: 9 MONTHS UP TO 12 YEARS

//  SUITABLE EVEN FOR THE TINIEST TOTS 
 
In terms of safety, the TRANSFORMER PRO corresponds to the TRANS-
FORMER X-BAG in every detail. The seat can even be used for a child 
from the age of 9 months with the impact body, without the impact body 
it can then be used from age three through to twelve. Therefore only one 
child seat is required for the entire period of the conveyance obligation up 
to 12 years. The TRANSFORMER PRO is also characterised by maximum 
ease of use. The impact body is simply secured with the three-point belt 
and acts like an airbag to provide additional impact protection. In addition 
to its long useful life, the CONCORD TRANSFORMER PRO’s impressive 
characteristics include convenient size adjustment at the touch of a but-
ton and many safety features such as TRIPLE LAYER IMPACT PROTEC-
TION and the TWINFIX SYSTEM.

// Dimensions: L 45 x W 45 x H 63 - 82 cm

//   PROTECTOR SYSTEM with impact cushion for use from the age of 
nine months to approx. three years

//  VARIOSIZE SYSTEM: headrest height plus height and width of shoulder-
protectors continuously and simultaneously adjustable at the touch of a 
button, pneumatically supported

//  TWINFIX SYSTEM: belt system with Isofix attachments for safe 
anchoring in the car

//  TRIPLE LAYER IMPACT protection: the additional layer of insulation 
ensures even better side impact protection

// Belt guide opens at the touch of a button, automatic locking
// Ergonomically shaped seat shell
// Comfort foam seat cushion
// Soft, padded armrests
// Easy to secure in the car
// Optional accessory: COOLY TRANSFORMER

Optional accessory:
COOLY TRANSFORMER


